Yeavering Bell: horne of the Titan Krios and Eury bia?
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B uild ings of Yeavering Bell
Around 2150 Be, Bell-Beaker settlers erected a large hexagonal hall and octagonal barn around
the twin hilltops of Yeavering Bell at Kirknewton in Northumberland (Figure 1), located at
55.5573°N,2.1157°W.
Figure 1 Yeavering Bell around 2100 BC, looldng north, with a large hall, barn and many
outbuildings.
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Wa ll aroun d Yea vering Bell
Derived from an aerial photograph on Google Earth, these buildings are nearly invisible at the
site. The wall was backfilled with earth so that buildings could be built right up to the wall.
Outbuildings include a house, kitchen, pentagonal temple, storehouse, warehouse, bunkhouse,
smaller barn and pig sty. 1 A single entrance beside the barn led downhill to water, or out across a
variety of hillside pastures. Two walled pits on either side collected garbage and manure to
spread on fields . All roofs were sod over birchbark, laid on planks. Walls were post and beam,
filled in with planks. F oundation of the walls was logs, not stones. The grand hall is smaller than
those from Finland circa 5500 BC, but much larger than those from the nearby port of
Lindisfarne (Figure 2)2

Wall around Yeavering Bell
The builders encircled the twin structures with a race-track shaped wall of stones that enclosed
13.8 acres.3 Some stones are rounded glacial debris, but most are big, angular blocks of hard
andesite quarried from the hillside, initially pink but weathered to grey . The function of this wall
has mystified experts for three centuries. Although classified as a ring fort, the wall is too low
for defense, under a meter on the inside for much of its length. It is also ten times larger than
nearby ring forts that date to the Iron Age, and built with stones much larger than those from
Iron-Age ring forts .
The consensus of archaeologists who studied Yeavering Bell is that it belongs to the Bronze
Age, and that it was the center of power in the region. Adding to its prestige is the largest
pyrarnid-shaped cairn in England, originally 42 feet high, that crowns the summit of a hili
overlooking the site. Similar cairns on nearby hills date to the Bronze Age.

An important clue to the primary function of the wall comes from its design, which is arebus
made up of Ietters from Old European that reads ' pig pen and cattle pasture' in Finnish.
Translation
Old Eur: SI TA JA KA HA.
Finnish: Sian tahonja kaIjan ha' an.
1 It may be that the oval warehouse should be a meeting hall, and the rectangular house should be a warehouse or a
two-story crafts house. The kitchen is unique, not a sauna or a smithy; I don't know what else it could be.
2 See the related paper "Bell-Beaker communities of Lindisfarne, North Berwick Law, and Yeavering Bell"
3 Paul Frodsham, Colm O 'Brien, editors; Yeavering: People, Power & Place; 2005 , Tempest Publishing, p.ll O.
Seventeen authors present tbree centuries of research, with many illustrations and photographs.
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The estimated extinction dates and reasons for extinction are:
4957 BC, Hekla Lairg A eruption, fluoride poisoning, cold
4560 BC, comet strike, possible Hekla eruption, fluoride poisoning
4105 BC, Hekla Ö eruption, fluoride poisoning, North Atlantic frozen for a year
3161 BC, planet strike, axis shift, Biblical flood, cold, Baltic becomes a lake
2720 BC, comet strike, possible Hekla eruption, fluoride poisoning
2345 BC, comet strike, Hekla 4 eruption, fluoride poisoning, extreme cold
1942 BC, Hekla 1942 eruption, fluoride poisoning
1262 BC, comet strike, extreme cold, Baltic Sea floods
1159 BC, Hekla 3 eruption, fluoride poisoning
~3950

BC, cultivation of cereals (wheat, rye, oats, barley) begins on a small scale in the Cheviot
uplands.
3161 BC, Noah's Flood, a global catastrophe, ends this phase of settlement. s For two centuries

the land lies vacant.
~2950

BC, farmers settle the gravel terraces, clear forests, grow emmer wheat, six-row barley
and oats, and raise cattle and pigs 6 Frisians control trade at sea, open copper rnines in Spain.
Their navigators rediscover a route to the Americas .
2345 BC, a comet strike and global catastrophe obliterates much of the population of Europe and
the Middle East. Hekla 4 expels great quantities of hydrogen fluoride that kills animal life in
Ireland, England and Scotland. Afterward follows a global drought. Northumberland lies vacant
for two hundred years.
2287 BC, Iceland, German, French volcanoes explode for three years, burning forests, sending
tsunarnis over the lowlands. Sea-level settlements perish. Three years without summer force
people south in search of sun. Rootless gangs terrorize Europe. Frisians and Danes retreat to
islands to survive.

5 Emilio Spedicato calculated this date in two different ways: 3161 = 600 years after 3761 BC, the start date of the
Hebrew calendar; 3161 = 1716 years before 1445 BC, the end date of the first age of the Toltec calendar.
6 Ibid, p. 92.
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Hist ory of the wa ll of Yeavering Bell
1159 BC, a comet impact incinerates much of the Middle East, especially Greece and Turkey.
The shock triggers Hekla 3, which expels hydrogen fluoride across much of England and
Scotland. Northumberland lies nearly vacant for 400 years.
- 800 BC, Iron Age settlers arrive, build ring forts, live in small huts 9
History of the wall of Yeavering Bell
The wall at Yeavering Bell was built around 2150 BC, from rounded glacial debris and blocks of
quarried andesite. The wall remained in use for a thousand years until a catastrophe in 1159 BC.
Northumberland lay nearly vacant for 400 years; when life resumed, it was Iron Age. 10 These
Iron-age people built 130 circular houses within the enclosure, until they too disappeared. The
third and final occupation occurred during Roman rule, when the enclosure wall was
strengthened.

During excavation, no radiocarbon dates were established for any aspect of construction, an
omission that led to heated debate due to lack of exact paralieis elsewhere in Britain.
lnitially, archaeologists called the stone wall a defensive fort. Later excavators noted a lack of
key features needed for a fort, such as height, which in piaces is only four or five feet high on the
exterior. So what else could it be? It might have helped to protect livestock from wolves, even
though other villages did without a wall. As the principal village of the region, perhaps the wall
lent prestige, something that visitors would have looked forward to seeing. Whatever the reason,
everyone agreed that Yeavering Bell was special, sited on a prominent hili in view of the sea,
surrounded by smaller hilltop hamlets.
Iron-age people rebuilt the wall, keeping the same general shape. Concentric terraces around the
peaks of both hills provided level land to construct 130 or more round houses within the
enclosure. The summit of the eastern hilltop was further enclosed with a ring wall. This
configuration is illustrated below, noting correctly that the waillacked a palisade to withstand a
serious attack.

9

10

An early date for the resumption of Iife is 578 BC from a pollen eore at Steng Moss.
An early date for the resumption of Iife is 578 BC from a pollen core at Steng Moss.
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Figure 6 Yeavering Belllooking north. The drawing on the lower right shows an Iron Age
roundhous~, one of 130 built within the enclosure durin the Iron Age .
......... ..

Dating the Wall at Yeavering Bell
The region around Yeavering Bell contains numerous standing stones and stone circles, which
predate 2345 BC. Given the size of buildings, it would be reasonable to date Yeavering Bell
from this period, if it were not for the adjacent cairn, the largest in Britain.
When this cairn was excavated, radiocarbon dating did not exist. However, other pyramidal
cairns on hilltops have been dated to the Copper and Bronze Ages, which began in 2150 Be.
Early investigators deduced that all walls were built at the same time. The space behind the wall
was partially filled in to increase the available flat land. This fill exerted pressure on the wall,
which eventually caused it to tumble down slope. A gate on the south wallied to pastures, fields
and a creek 600m away.
The most recent British Government survey suggests two phases of wall construction, shO\vn
below, Phase I in heavy black, Phase 11 in lighter grey. Critics worry about this irregular outline.
Could portions of the wall have been moved, leaving no trace? Why are there no gates, no breaks
in the wall, to access the two end terraces? Not ShO\Vl1 are small quarries around the inside
perimeter to make the wall, nor concentric flat terraces around each hill on which Iron-age
settlers built roundhouses.

Figure 7 RCHME plan
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Ide ntity of the Titan Krios at Yeaverin g Bell
The awkward shape of the wall makes sense if the inner wall foLlowed the perimeters of two
large buildings: an eight-sided bam and a six-sided hall, and the outer walls were refuse pits
(Figure 8). These buildings were obtained from an aerial photograph on Google Earth by noting
dark spots of vegetation growing in old post holes, then connecting the dots. The resulting
buildings have antecedents in Finland and contemporary buildings nearby.
Post-holes ofthe hall are on 8 fathom centers 11 ,longer than average in Finland, which
suggests the availability oflarge pine trees for bearns. Silver birch provided big sheets of
birchbark to underlay sod roofs. Spruce does not grow in Britain, so they may have used oak
for posts, which has good rot resistance and can last a thousand years without termites. A
consequence of a hexagonal house are concentric terraces that proceed up the hill.
The hall encloses 100,000 square feet, sufficient to house 100-200 people. The barn
measures 500 feet across with an enclosed area of 142,000 square feet. It could have held
2000 cattle plus hay. In the open center ofthe bam is a smaller bam, a pig pen, and a
bunkhouse to house boys who maintained the animals. A chicken coop may have been
within the bam.
Below the bam to the east, a stone-walled enclosure could collect dirty straw and manure for
fertilization of fields. Below the house to the west, a similar stone-walled enclosure could
hold compostable material from the house. Rainwater from roofs would have been collected
in barrels for humans and livestock.
Figure 8 Yeavering Bell around 2100 Be, looking north, superimposed on the topographie map.

Identity of the Titan Krios at Yeavering Bell
Is it possible to identify the builders of Yeavering Bell? The ashes and burnt bones of three
people lay beneath a large cairn on the adjacent hilI, one at the bottorn, one in the middle, and
one in a eist.
About 1 km south ofYeavering Bell, at a location which cornmands a splendid view of tbe
hill fort, a large cairn stood adjacent to Tom Tallon's Crag. Tate records that this was 'the
JJ

I measure 47.5 feet; either the scale on the RCHME plan is short, or the building should be slightly bigger.
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Lindis farne's connection with Inka
Lindi is a girl ' s name meaning 'little bird' from lintu meaning ' bird, girl '; lintusille means
' for birds'. The same name in Estonian is Linda meaning ' bird' .
Farne (pronounced varn) comes from vaaran meaning 'hili'.
Figure 9 Lindisfarne castle and harbor, with Bronze-age city circled.

Near the city at Marygate, archaeologists found traces of a Neolithic building (4000-2200 BC),
including gullies, slots and postholes. Bronze Age buildings, however, lie closer to the port In
the overview above, notice how the tovm sits back from the harbor. Vacant land between town
and harbor has been grazed but not plowed, such that aerial photographs reveal faint traces of
post-and-beam buildings, similar to those at Yeavering Bell. Figure 10 shows many of these
buildings, colored black. Parts of a defensive palisade and five towers mark the western limit.
White lines represent beams between posts. Post locations survive as spots of darker
vegetation. Most dots are not post holes, only those that lie in straight lines, equally spaced,
among parallel rows of dots equally spaced, all arranged in a precise geometry . Not easy !
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Thus the combination of Yeavering Bell and Lindisfarne constitute a Copper and Bronze Age
trading center that supplied metals and other scarce commodities to England, Scotland and
possibly Norway. Eventually it was eclipsed by the port at Thames.
For comments and questions, please contact Christine Pellech in Vienna at WW\v.migration
diffusion/info, or Stuart Harris in Califomia at stuhar@onlymyemail.com.
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